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Common sense knowledge can be acquired collectively

• Acquiring common sense knowledge manually requires a 
considerable effort

• It is possible to facilitate this task with the participation of 
thousands of volunteers

• There are successful experiences to acquire other type of 
content with collaborative work (e.g. Wikipedia)

• Three representative cases are presented:
• Openmind project
• Verbosity
• Wikidata
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Openmind is a common sense knowledge base 
created by thousands of volunteers

• The project started in 1999 and was active until 2013
• The goal of the project was collecting common sense

knowledge from volunteers on the internet
• One of the project founders at the MIT was Push Singh 

Push Singh

[Singh, 2002] 
[Singh et al., 2002]
[Singh et al., 2004] 
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Collaborative
work

Openmind
knowledge

base

Thousands of volunteers collaborated
in the development of Openmind

Volunteers

Over 15.000 
participants

Over a 1 million 
sentences
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• A web site gathered descriptions by allowing 
participants to fill in natural language templates:

___ is for _____
Your make ___by ____
You are likely to find ___ in ____

• For example:
A guitar is for making music
Your make an apple pie by baking it
You are likely to find spinach in a supermarket

Openmind used a web site with
natural language templates
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• Strenghts
– Contains over a million sentences corresponding to universals and 

implicit common sense knowledge
– A manual evaluation showed an acceptable average quality of 4.12  

(from 1 to 5)
– 84% of the statements are items that most people know

• Weakenesses
– Limited expressivity of the representation (based on NL templates)
– Facts that have the same meaning are represented in a different way
– The knowledge base is incomplete and heterogeneous

What are the strengths and the 
weaknesses of Openmind?
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• Examples of computer games for knowledge 
acquisition:
– Verbosity
– Gecka

Computer games may be used to acquire from 
volunteers common sense knowledge
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Verbosity is a game of Games with a Purpose (gwap.com) 
designed to collect common sense knowledge
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One player gives clues about a word 
and the other player has to guess the word
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• Acceptance of statements:
– Accept statements that are asserted more than once
– Accept statements that appear first in the clue order
– Exception: relation “it has” (frequently misused)

• Filters are applied:
– Remove sound-alike clues (“passion looks like fashion”, “wander is 

a type of wonder” )
– Remove clues with forbidden words (“letter”, “rhyme”, etc.)

The clues written by players are 
learned as common sense statements
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• Result of user evaluation: 
– Over 60% of collected sentences are generally true.

• Examples of wrong statements:
– “Toy is a kind of little” (nonsense)
– “Pearl is related to shiny” (bad grammar) 

The quality of the acquired 
knowledge is partially satisfactory
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Gecka is a game engine for 
common sense knowledge acquisition

Designing video games helps to capture 
common sense knowledge

[Cambria et al., 2015] [Cambria et al., 2016]
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Wikidata is a large scale database 
created by thousands of volunteers

• Goal of Wikidata: 
• Create a resource with easy access to data in a collaborative

way similar to Wikipedia
• Characteristics of Wikidata:
• Launched in October 2012
• 22K active users (in 2019)
• 72M items (in 2019)
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Wikidata uses a frame-based representation for items 
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Wikidata uses multiple relations between items 
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There are other initiatives for building
collectively common sense knowledge bases

• Mindpixel
– Web-based collaborative project to create a common sense knowledge 

base. The project was conceived by Chris McKinstry. Size: 1.4 million 
components (from 2000 to 2005).

• ISI’s Learner
– A web-based collaborative project to create a common sense 

knowledge bases (using analogy). Size: 600.000 facts (from 2003 to 
2006). [Chklovski, 2003] http://learner.isi.edu/

• KBMC
– A proposal using first-order probabilistic reasoning techniques to 

combine potentially inconsistent knowledge sources of varying quality
[Richardson, Domingos, 2003]
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• Strenghts
– The participation of thousands of volunteers reduces the cost 

and increases the speed of knowledge base development
– Openmind emphasizes a content with universals (e.g., classes 

and relations between classes)
– Wikidata emphasizes a content with facts (e.g., instances and 

relations between instances) with more than 70 million of items
• Weakenesses

– Incomplete and unbalanced content
– Knowledge can be biased by groups of interest
– Less expressive representation than others (e.g., first order logic or 

probabilistic reasoning)

What are the strengths and the 
weaknesses of collective knowledge acquisition?
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